
#BrexitHarmsScotland

Brexit has cost 

UK households 

£5.8 billion in 

higher food bills
London School of Economics 1/12/2022
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Thousands of 

European 

doctors shun 

NHS jobs after 

Brexit
Nuffield Trust Nov 2022
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Brexit damages 

NHS with staff 

& medicine 

shortages 

Nuffield Trust Dec  2022
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Brexit is 

exacerbating the 

severe challenges 

in health & 

social care 

Nuffield Trust Dec 2022
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UK is second 

weakest of G20 

economies - only 

Russia is worse
Guardian graphic Nov 2022; OECD data
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The pound has 

lost 23% of its 

value against the 

dollar since 2016 

mainly due to 

Brexit 
Business Insider Oct 2022
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Value of post-

Brexit trade deals: 

£14 bn.

Value of previous 

UK-EU deals: 

£115 billion
OBR data; image Newsnight / Ben Chu, 28-11-2022
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UK GDP is 5.5% 

lower than it 

would be if UK 

had not left the 

EU
Centre for European Reform Dec 2022
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Brexit is 

costing the UK 

£750 million a 

week
Centre for European Reform Dec 2022
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Brexit is costing 

the UK 

£40 billion in 

lost tax revenue

Centre for European Reform Dec 2022
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Investment in 

the UK has 

completely flat-

lined since  2016 

Brexit vote

Centre for European Reform Nov 2022
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77% of 

companies say 

Brexit is not 

helping business 

British Chambers of Commerce Dec 2022
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Musicians’ 

livelihoods & 

careers damaged 

by Brexit 

barriers to 

touring in EU 
Guardian August 2022
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Produce left to 

rot in Scottish 

fields thanks to 

lack of EU 

workers 

Scotsman September 2021
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Scottish exports 

to EU have 

plummeted by 

£2.2 billion due 

to Brexit 

Sunday National (using HMRC data) Nov 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Holyrood’s 

devolved powers 

can be over-

ridden by the 

UK Internal 

Market Act 
UK in a Changing Europe Oct 2022
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The UK’s 

Retained EU 

Law bill puts 

Scotland’s high 

environmental 

standards at risk
Scotsman Dec 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Brexit blight 

on Scotland’s 

food & drink 

sector is making 

cost-of-living 

crisis worse
Scotsman Dec 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Australia & NZ 

post-Brexit trade 

deals undermine 

Scottish farmers 
Insider March 2022
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UK plan to 

‘overhaul’ 

Human Rights 

Act is biggest 

blow to human 

rights in the UK 

in a generation
Liberty August 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Scotland loses 

£150m in post-

Brexit UK 

‘replacement’ 

funding shortfall 

Scottish Government April 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Losing EU science 

funding ‘will be a 

hammer blow to 

Scottish research’

Cancer expert, Glasgow, July 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Brexit caused 

22.9% slump in 

UK-EU exports 

in 2022 
Aston University, 28/11/2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

Loss of 

Erasmus: UK 

young people 

disadvantaged in 

the job market
Brookings Institution, June 2022
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#BrexitHarmsScotland

EU citizens in 

UK: stress, 

anxiety, family 

separations, due 

to ‘settled status’ 

rules after Brexit
The Three Million
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